On December 21, 2018 an important
message from our national President Mark
Dimondstein announced that our upcoming
contract will be going to impasse arbitration.
As you all know this is a contract year and our
contract expired on September 20, 2018.
There were multiple extensions granted in an
effort to reach a voluntary agreement.
The National Negotiating committee came
to a tentative agreement with management on
December 6, 2018. It was believed to be fair
and a positive one for our members.
The APWU Constitution has a democratic
process where any tentative agreement goes
to the rank and file bargaining advisory
committee for acceptance and their decision
whether to send it to the membership for
ratification vote.
The rank and file bargaining advisory
committee had some serious concerns with
the tentative agreement and sent it back to the
APWU National leadership to reopen
negotiations with management and attempt to
address these concerns.
Our National leaders did that in two meetings
on December 19, 2018 and December 20,
2018. However, they were unable to agree to
any changes or new agreements with the
Postal Service. The APWU and USPS are now
at “impasse”
Interest arbitration is the next step of the
process. This means our future wages,
benefits, and working conditions will be

determined by an outside arbitrator. During this
process both parties can continue discussions
and try to reach a tentative agreement. The
APWU National leadership is committed to the
goal of reaching a voluntary agreement that
addresses the rank and file bargaining advisory
committee’s concerns and can be put before the
membership for a ratification vote.
The national APWU leadership is well
prepared to present a solid case at interest
arbitration to back up our demands and protect
the many gains of the past. The APWU is also
considering invoking the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service (FMCS) process prior to
interest arbitration. Interest arbitration is a slow
process and can take many months of
preparation, hearings and adjudication.
It is important to remember that almost all
the provisions, rights and benefits contained in
the current Collective Bargaining Agreement
(CBA) remain in full force until a new contract
is obtained.
. Hang on to your hats brothers and sisters
and let’s unite with the national leaders and get
our message across. Remember we are
“FIGHTING TODAY FOR A BETTER
TOMORROW.”
Yours in solidarity
Russ
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Maintenance Craft Report
I would like to wish everyone
a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year.

We are working on a new Bid
Box for Maintenance. There
will be (2) bid boxes in place
(1) at SNDC in BMC
supervisor’s office and (2) at
Main Street Station, located
outside Maintenance office.
Management will be giving all
Maintenance
employees
Custodians, MM-7, MPE-9,
ET-10 & BEM’s a free bid. WE
are
asking
that
all
Maintenance Employees fill
out a new PAR (Dream Sheet)
and a new Rejection form.
The reason for this is so that
we are sure that your current
wishes are up to date. With
the New bid box, the only
change is that after the
Supervisor signs your PAR,

YOU must place it in the bid
box. No longer are you to just
turn in to your supervisor.
When bid closes Management
will notify the Union that the
bids close at this time are to
be collected. Union will be
present when bids are
collected. When the bid box
is opened at the close of the
process, this is the end of the
process and the box will not
be opened again until the next
process date. NO late bids
will be accepted. All bids
must be signed and you must
place in the bid box.
Arbitration award on the
dock locks, Management did
not want to comply with the
arbitration award. We had a
hearing with the arbitrator
this was held it went very well
and we should have a ruling
on this by December 19th.
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It’s that time of the year again
and as a reminder the
employee’s parking lot is to
be policed and plowed by our
maintenance
Custodians.
Contractors are not supposed
working in that lot.
In January the low-cost
universal sorter (LCUS) is
going to be moved to the
Wal-Mart area. This work is
expected to start January 21,
2019 and the project should
take approximately three
weeks to complete. Here
again the APWU has
negotiated that this work to
be done by our Maintenance
department and not by an
outside contractor.
In Unity,
Richard Peabody
Craft Director

The Inheritance
Stu Kibbe-Recording Secretary
Inheritance -definition:
1)to receive money or property as an heir at the death of the previous owner.
2) derive a quality or characteristic genetically from one’s parents or ancestors.
3) to receive or be left with a situation or object from a predecessor or former owner.

I recently endured the difficult passing of my mother and father within 6 months of each other. I was fortunate
to have parents from an era that were savvy, embraced fortitude, hard work, and had saving-itis. Depression era
hardened. Enough so my 4 sisters and I each received an inheritance. Something tangible in addition to the
incredible love they bestowed upon us to. And did they work hard for that tangible sum. I know now the struggles
they must have endured, the sacrifice, the longevity, the quietness of it all. We could all hope for such commitment.
But I had to suffer a huge hole in my heart to gain that damn inheritance.
Not too long ago I came upon a customer of mine back when I had a paper route as a kid in the seventies. My
little 27 customer paper route on a dead-end street in Agawam. I had a well-worn white canvas paperbag with a
reflective orange strap so I wouldn’t be run over by a half-blind granny in the dark. I made about 3 to 5 bucks a
week, which back in the seventies was significant, at least I thought so.
I didn’t recognize Carol as she approached me afterwards, and she had had the advantage of hearing me identify
myself and speak at a town council meeting in objection to a proposed zone change they were considering, and I
didn’t agree with. Carol surprised me, and said “you’ve grown up, your father's’ shoulders, your mother’s eyes”,
and then introduced herself. Weird after 40 years, but it happened. Inheritance of body, and the fight for what is
right- thanks mom and dad.
I was 21 years old when I began working for the Service. June 22, 1985. I had taken the outside MPE mechanic
test earlier on a whim, the advice of my drunk-loser-ex- brother-in-law, and passed. I remember my interview,
and the first day of work in the BMC plant. I was overwhelmed at its enormity, and it had a unique smell. I knew
enough about mechanical things, welding, keeping my mouth shut, and electrical knowledge to be accepted into
the craft by the “old guys”. I was number 78 in seniority, a “junior puke”, whatever that meant. And was told I
had one guy under me in seniority, which eventually grew to 112 total. Which I was informed was good, but never
gave much thought to how we got to 112 mechanics.
Thru my early years I watched the “old guys” apply their mastery of maintenance skills, and stories of life.
While not a vet myself, I certainly came to respect that most of them were. Vietnam. I think it was a war, right?
I knew nothing, grew up fast, and learned a lot just by listening to them. Sacrifice on a scale I didn’t understand.
Bombs, Viet Cong, Hanoi, tunnel rats, and death of buddies in their arms by horrible means, trauma. Little ole’
Agawam was paradise, and far far from reality.
I remember hearing the guys when they gathered around and talked about contract language- nearly every day.
Holidays, seniority, prime time vacation, staffing, tons of stuff from that little book. Grievances, strategy,
arbitration, and how to make things better at work. On and on it went. And they didn’t take shit from management.
Many had been here since before the plant opened in ‘74. Some got here by the closing of Uniroyal Tire, Tapley
Street Annex, the merger with Main Street Station-downtown, wherever that was – I didn’t know. But I listened,
and respected them more each day. Clearly something happened before I arrived here and there was always
something in motion.

continued on next page
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During my first few years some of the “old guys” retired. A couple died unexpectedly. Some got sick, real
skinny, left, and never came back. And somewhere along the way I began to think about the endless conversations
about this contract thing and protecting our rights. I became interested in the power contained within the pages of
that contract and made the decision to become a union steward while I was on tour 1. It wasn’t long before I
recognized that I did make a difference in the lives of my co-workers.
Nearly thirty-four years into this “whim”, I still embrace the inheritance I was left with by the brothers in my
craft, and the union overall. Contrary to most inheritances that require a death, or genetic traits, they subtly imparted
the inheritance of a concept to be embraced while still here. They knew the knowledge, experience, understanding,
and perseverance into defending our contract needed to happen contemporaneously. Us junior pukes had to learn.
Which brings me to my most concern. Many, many individuals have come together to represent and apply the
most precious gift we have as labor employees, the contract. We have inherited it. Embrace that gift and all it
represents. We cannot ignore the sacrifice, effort, time, energy, protection of our rights as workers and people go
to waste. Step up and out of your comfort zone, find yourself, challenge yourself, damn it-STOP relying on
somebody else to speak for you- because someday that somebody may be gone. In the end all we got is each other.
The job we hold didn’t “just happen “by the good grace of management. Respect that fact, and work to ensure the
next ‘you’ has that same opportunity.

Stu Kibbe has been member of APWU Local 497 for over 33 years, a Steward for over 28 and an officer for 12.
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Jim long
Deb koscielski
Jermaine Norfleet
Brandon johnson
Tara lanzo
Russ evans
julie page
Nancy Kenyon
Tammy demars
Don brin
Dave bogacz
Deb Roberts
Maya payne
Jackie ciak
Diana Kirkland
EVELYN SCYOCURKA
CHICOPEE

MAINTENANCE STEWARDS

Mvs stewards

Clerk stewards
t1
t1
t1
t1
t2
t2
t2
t3
t3
t3
t3
t3
t3
T3
t3

Ed rowell

t1

ENID RIVERA

T1

Hector torres

t1

SHAUN HEADY

T1

David sims

t1

JEFF ZAWALSKI

T1-T2

Dennis reyes

t1

RICH PEABODY

T2

Tom brown

t1

DAVID JONES

T2

George scott

t2-t3

JENNIFER DOYLE

T2

Maureen Hickson

t2

STU KIBBE

T3

Justin Lincoln

t2

Robert burnup

T3

GERSON CARASQUILLO T3
Maria jiminez
ATHOL
Ann provost
WILBRAHAM

DAN ROSSO

T3

ROBERT HYDE

T3

ADriAN PIRIS

T3

Neil Thomas
PITTSFIELD

LIKE WHAT YOU SEE?
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JEFF LAING
MSS
NEIL THOMAS
PITTSFIELD
ANDY MAYO
AGAWAM

Apwu local 497 officers
Russ evans
president
Hector torres
vice president
Stu kibbe
recording secretary
Jean scalise
treasurer
Diana Kirkland editor
Pete mooradd
research and education
Robert hyde
legislative director
Jim long
clerk craft director
Rich Peabody
maintenance craft director
Ed rowell
motor vehicle director
Dave sims
safety and health representative
Jenny bogacz
accidental benefit representative
Todd griffen
web master
Shaun heady
executive board at large
TaMMY DEMARS
TRUSTEE
JESSICA DELNEGRO TRUSTEE
JEN DELNEGRO
TRUSTEE
JEFF LAING
SERGEANT AT ARMS
RORY GARRITY
SERGEANT AT ARMS
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APWU Local 497
1124 Berkshire Ave Suite 3
Indian Orchard, MA
413 543-4851 Fax 413 543-1007
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